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Spa treatments and body care services are in high demand amongst men and women today
attempting to juggle busy work, family and personal schedules. People have less time to
concentrate on taking better care of their diet, skin and overall wellbeing, which can result in fatigue
and cause skin and various other health issues. One of the most highly recommended and best
options for revitalizing the body are skin nourishing treatments offered by spa and salon facilities.

Modern spa and salon facilities offer personally calibrated and high precision body treatments for
best individual results. Such offeredbody care treatments help to rid skin of excess oil and clear
impurities by deep cleansing the skin and refining its natural beautiful texture. Expert skin care
specialists offer skin perfecting deep cleansing formulas that target oily, heavily clogged skin. They
combine various techniques with purifying extracts to eliminate excess oils and refine the skin's
texture by applying several pure natural oils; cucumber extracts and other minerals that soothe skin
redness, wrinkles and irritation. Salon and spaâ€™s ethical and proven treatment procedures are often
combined with refreshing menthol to revitalizethe skin and the senses.

Skin specialists and licensed aestheticians are best known for evaluating their clientâ€™s individual skin
and desired needs prior to beginning treatment. During these assessments they may recommended
offered services such as eyelash tinting, eyelash perming, eyebrow waxing, Demalogica facial,
waxing and other beautifying treatments to make the clients experience complete. Busy women and
men often seek high-quality body waxing (eyebrow waxing, etc.) treatments for that feeling of silky
smooth and creamy skin. Spa specialists and aestheticiansuse only the highest quality, non-
recycled hot and strip wax to assure forthe best possible results. All of their sophisticated beauty
waxing treatments are finished with a soothing massage treatment. Brazilian waxing as well is also
widely accepted due to its refined and popular results.

Spa facilities also offer microdermabrasion treatments for all different types of skins to unclog pores
and smooth lines and wrinkles. These personalized ant custom-tailored treatments allow for skin
that looks younger and is softer and smoother after only one visit.

Professional and licensed Salon and Spa will cater to any individualâ€™s needs and busy schedules,
often keeping later hours and open on weekend days. Specialists and aestheticians also
recommend various products and treatments for proper skin care. It is important to keep skin
nourished; healthy and cleansed well after a spa visit and the products found at these facilities are
the most highly recommended.
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hair stylist offer full service haircut, style, color and highlights. Skin services include facial
treatments, back treatments, advanced anti-aging exfoliation treatments, waxing services, eyebrow
shaping, and tinting, Microdermabrasion and a glycolic peel services in Charlotte.
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